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Outline

Why heavy flavor? 
STAR experiment 
Non-Photonic Electron (NPE) measurements in 200 GeV  

   Au+Au collisions:  

       ★ Nuclear modification factor (RAA) 

       ★ B/D    e
Summary and Outlook 
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Why heavy flavor?

  

mc,b >> TQGP; dominantly produced at the early stage 
 ★ experience all stages of QGP evolution. 

     ★ an excellent probe to study the properties of the QGP. 

heavy quarks



Indirect measurement through semi-leptonic decay channels (NPE). 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Observable

  

Energy loss of heavy quarks:  a unique tool to study the interactions 
between heavy quarks and the QGP, and the QGP properties.    

★Theoretical prediction for ΔE in medium: ΔEg > ΔEu,d,s > ΔEc > ΔEb.  
★Precise measurements of c and b quark energy losses separately are crucial 

to test the mass hierarchy of the parton energy loss.                                                                                         

★  B   e★  D   e
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Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)

  

EBIS: Pre-injector system for RHIC. 
Create highly charged ion beams, which 
are accelerated by two small linear 
accelerators and carried to the Booster.  

Booster: with each pass, ion beams are 
accelerated to higher energies.  

AGS: Alternating Gradient Synchrotron. 
Inject the beams via a beamline into the 
two rings of RHIC.  

RHIC: both beams get a final acceleration 
and collide . 
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Solenoidal Tracker At RHIC (STAR)

  

BEMCMTD TPC TOF VPDEEMC BBC

HFT

|η|<1 and full azimuthal coverage

Time Projection Chamber (TPC) 
✤ Momentum determination 
✤ PID through dE/dx 

Time of Flight (TOF)  
✤ PID through the 1/𝛽  
✤ Timing resolution:~85 ps 

Barrel Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter (BEMC) 
✤ PID through p/E 
✤ Triggering on high-pT  
     electrons
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Solenoidal Tracker At RHIC (STAR)

  

BEMCMTD TPC TOF VPDEEMC BBC

HFT

|η|<1 and full azimuthal coverage
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✤ Momentum determination 
✤ PID through dE/dx 

Time of Flight (TOF)  
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Inclusive electrons
After electron ID

Non-photonic electrons
From D/B hadron decays

Photonic electrons
Partially reconstructed
through e+e- pairs

Hadron decayed electrons
From J/Ψ and vector mesons decays, and Ke3
Statistically subtracted

NPE yield can be calculated as:

	"#$%	=
'(#)*+,(-% ∗ $+/(01 −

'$3404#()
5$3404#()

50406*
− '367/4#	7%)61,

8	)4#-%/,(4#						8 → %:%;
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			@	>6*(0?	7%)61			@ → 8%:%;

Ph.D Defense, May 30, 2018

Methodology 
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NPE invariant yields

From central to peripheral 

collisions, the difference is  

    getting smaller, which is 

    consistent with less QGP 

    effects in peripheral collisions. 

NPE yields from 2014 200 GeV Au+Au collisions 

In central collisions, there are 
   significant differences between    
   Au+Au measurements and the
   scaled FONLL calculation, indicating 
   existence of hot medium effects. 
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NPE RAA

Enhancement at low pT, with 
    large uncertainties from pp  
    reference. 
  

Strong suppression is observed 
   at high pT.  

NPE RAA from 2010 and 2014 200 GeV Au+Au collisions 

New result is consistent with 
previous one within uncertainty.

RAA =
1

< Ncoll >
⇤ d2NAA/dpT /dy

d2Npp/dpT /dy
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B/D   e identification

  

 DCA: the distance of closet approach to the event primary vertex.

Particle

D±

D0

B0

B±

c⌧
123µm

312µm

459µm

491µm
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Heavy Flavor Tracker (HFT)
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HFT
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Heavy Flavor Tracker (HFT)

  
 HFT (2014-2016): 
★ Silicon Strip Detector: r ~22 cm 
★ Intermediate Silicon Tracker: r ~14 cm 
★ PIXEL detector: r ~2.8 & 8 cm,  
    MAPS, 20.7x20.7µm2, 0.4-0.5%X0 thick,  
    air-cooled

★ Precise reconstruction of  
   displaced decay vertices.
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Extract B/D   e
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Analysis Procedure - Template fitting of DCAxy distribution for 
inclusive electron with different sources ~900M MB + ~0.2 nb-1 HT events 

Inclusive electrons 
Broader DCAXY distribution for bottom- 
than charm-decayed electrons due to 
longer lifetime of B hadrons 
✤ Signal template: Data-driven simulation + EvtGen 

decayer (D0, D±, B0, B±)  
Background: 
1) Hadron contamination — hadrons   

      misidentified as electron candidates 
✤ Template: inclusive hadron distribution 

             from data and contribution constrained 
             using inclusive electron purity 
  2) Photonic electron — gamma conversion 
        and light meson Dalitz decays  

✤ Template: from data with correction factors 
           extracted from Hijing simulations
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B/D   e RAA
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Enhancement of the fraction of electrons 
from B-hadron decays is observed in Au+Au 
collisions compared to that in p+p collisions.

First STAR measurements of electrons from 
charm and bottom hadron decays separately 
in heavy-ion collisions. 

RAA (eD) < RAA (eB) (~2𝜎 at 3 - 7 GeV/c). 

Consistent with mass hierarchy of parton 
energy loss (ΔEc > ΔEb) .
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Summary

NPE yields and RAA in Au+Au collisions at  𝒔𝐍𝐍 = 200 GeV 
  1)  observed large suppression at high-pT, which is consistent with substantial energy  
       loss of heavy quarks in the dense matter.  
   2) possibly an enhancement at low pT, which can be caused by charm quark energy loss  
       and/or recombination with light quarks in the medium with strong radial flow. 

Measured B production via electron channel in Au+Au collisions 

  at  𝒔𝐍𝐍 = 200 GeV 

  1) indication of less suppression for B   e than D   e (~2𝜎): consistent with ΔEc > ΔEb. 

Outlook 
A factor of ~2 more MB and ~5 more HT Au+Au events recorded in 2016.

p

p
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BACK UP
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Vitev, et al 
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Spectrum was extended to the low pT 

region. 

Consistent with pQCD calculation and 
previous STAR result. 

Greatly reduced uncertainty, leading to 
a reduction in the uncertainty of RAA 

measurements in heavy-ion collisions. 
       

NPE cross section from Run12 200 GeV p+p collisions 
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Consistent with PHENIX 
result within uncertainty. 


